4XTron
A cryptocurrency is a cryptography-secured digital or virtual currency,
which makes it almost impossible to double-spend or counterfeit. A
distributed ledger enforced by a disparate network of computers, many
cryptocurrencies are decentralized networks based on blockchain
technology. In order to meet the needs of today’s world of
cryptocurrencies we introduced 4XTron that is designed to fulfill the
needs of finances controlled digitally. With a multitude of options, the
all-new 4XT cryptocurrency, MyBtcFx, takes you to the unique era of
digital finance. The network hosting and TRC-20 "Peer to Peer" makes
4XTron one of today's most investment-worthy cryptocurrencies. With
the introduction of TRC-20 that is a series of contract specifications for
the assignment of token assets and a TRC-20 contract is deemed to be
written in accordance with this standard. When the assets of the TRC20 contract are docked by wallets and exchanges, you will know from
this series of principles which roles and functions the contract specifies
to enable the docking.The development of the TRC20 token always
involves constructing a very well secured token that continues to hold
the value of a particular asset that can be traded, exchanged or sold.
The worldwide supply of coins has been limited to 50 million.Our
company MyBtcFx deals with the products such as Casino, Sports Book,
Various Affiliate programs and P2P Exchange by providing the network
4XTron cryptocurrency to perform unlimited transactions and
managing the trading possibilities. It is digital cash that you can use
anywhere.
With the help of 4XTron cryptocurrency, you can make online payments
and spend online hosted by millions of our users throughout the globe.
There are so many benefits of using 4XTron that involves connectivity
across various payment networks that ensures to secure your payments

as well. It is such an effective way of transferring money as it offers
instant and speedy transactions by offering on demand settlements.
The processing speed of transactions is normally completed within a
few minutes. You can easily trace your funds anytime without any
hassle so certainty level is too high. With the bunch of other benefits
that 4XTron cryptocurrency offers is the low liquidity and operational
cost.
As clients credit cards are not stored on our computer system, we
create greater customer trust and loyalty. We don’t issue a credit card
number by our clients, only a temporary encrypted code for processing.
Our consumers understand that our processing systems safeguard their
private financial data.There are also other benefits, such as protection
against fraud, smoother foreign payments, and so on.People are only
starting to become more conscious of it in the present scenario. In
order for bitcoin to prosper, many individuals need to recognize what it
is and not allow their preconceived ideas to misrepresent the concept
of digital currencies. For this, our motive is to introduce TRC20 token
within our company that helps in dealing with the successful
transactions along with low cost fees in trading, exchanging and selling
purposes so that clients feels financially safe and secured.
https://4xtron.com
Token 4XTron
Ticker 4XT
Supply 50,000,000.00
DISTRIBUTION
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